
Birth Chart Preparation 

The birth chart is prepared on the basis of the birth detail ie,: Date of birth, Time of birth and 
Place of birth. Place of birth is required to obtain the longitude and latitude of the birth place & 
any DST ( Day light saving time) correction which has a direct impact on the birth chart 
prepared. It is absolutely necessary to give precise information of the time and place of birth. 

We use Lahiri Ayanansh for calculations and follow Parashari method for predictions. In 
Parashari method the effects of the transits of Pluto, Neptune and Uranus are ignored as they are 
very far from earth and does are believed to have very limited influence on the life at earth.  

Mean Rahu is calculated and depicted in the chart. 

For dasha calculations and predictions we use Vimshottari dasha Paddhati.    

The chart is prepared in Hindi and in North Indian style by default and can be shared in English, 
Marathi, Gujrati, Telgu and Kannad in South or East Indian style on an extra payment of Rs. 100 
per chart. The birth chart is shared on mail, whatsapp and/or google drive as per customers 
preference.  

                         

Sharing on Google drive & One drive. 

We maintain two main folders Horoscopes and Match making under which every clients Sub 
folders are maintained. All the charts of a family are placed in a particular sub folder which can 
be shared on one drive or google drive. Similarly all the match making reports of a particular boy 
or a girl are placed in a particular sub folder under  the folder match making.  

The observation and opinion on every match making report with an stamp for approved or not 
approved is available on the match making report. This in the long run becomes a very useful 
decision making tool. 

 We require clients gmail id to share the folder on google drive and require Microsoft account 
detail to share it on the onedrive. 

If your folder has been shared on gmail go to shared with me on google drive and you will see 
the folder with your name in which all the charts of your family prepared by us will be placed. If 
your folder is shared with Microsoft account go to one drive and under shared with me you will 
see thye folder where all your family charts will be placed.  

 

 

 

 


